Our Vision
To be the leader in manufacturing of eco-friendly non-woven fabrics and offering eco-friendly solutions for a sustainable environment.

Our Mission
To offer customers the most possible eco-friendly solutions by the use of our state-of-the-art machines, constant upgradation of technology and customer value creation. We believe in customer’s growth as our growth. Live at Jaya Shree Spun Bond, 100% customer satisfaction.

Our Capacity
We are the largest producer of spunbond nonwoven fabric with a capacity of 20,000 TPD and one 2500 TPD spunbond nonwoven fabric with a capacity of 50,000 TPD, both resulting in 5000 TPD per annum.

Our Extra Mile Services
- Dedicated Customer Relationship Executive to take care of their fabric solutions.
- 100% Quality fabrics with industry-specific fabric standards.
- Committed delivery of goods with advance planning and execution in production.
- Dedicated logistics support with specially designed vehicles for safe delivery and minimum handling damages.
-Consistent Sales and Customer needs.
-Customized Sizing for export supplies with photo report of stitching.

OUR GRADES USAGES
PREMIUM
- BOX PACKAGING, ECO LIGHT WEIGHT M-CUT BAGS, MEDICAL TOWELS, AROMA TOWELS AND TAPES.
GOLD
- SHOPPER BAGS WITH DEEP PRINTS, HOME TEXTILE APPLICATIONS.
CLASSIC
- PRINTED M-CUT BAGS, D-CUT BAGS, LOOP HANDLE EYE BAGS.
LIFE STYLE
- M-CUT BAGS AND D-CUT BAGS.
ECO GREEN
- PRINT M-CUT BAGS, ECO FABRIC, ECO HANDLE EYE BAG, COTTON TRIVET.

JAYA SHREE SPUN BOND
M/s. of Non Woven Fabrics & Products
(As Govt. of India Recognized 4 Star Export House)
REG. OFF:- 441, OLD KUPPAMMALAM ROAD, MADURAI - 625009, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
Tel: +91 9945788861 / 9096633444
www.jayashresh spunbond.com

AGRICULTURE
GSM RANGE: 15-50
Promotes the healthy growth of flowers and vegetables by keeping the moisture content of the plant constant, irrespective of external climate variations.

HOME TEXTILES
GSM RANGE: 15-100
The fabrics are washable, anti-microbial, tearable and reusable that make them ideal for home textile applications.

AUTOMOBILE
GSM RANGE: 20-80
It has the excellent moldability and durability, it enhances the comfort and aesthetics and provides advanced insulation.

MEDICAL
GSM RANGE: 15-80
It has excellent properties of skin-friendliness. Disposable nature of these products helps in preventing reuse and keeping H1N1 Hospital Acquired Infections at bay.

PACKAGING
GSM RANGE: 20-150
These biodegradable bags which is firm and strong does not release any toxic gas or chemicals while being disposed.